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I am a Front-End Developer and JavaScript Engineer with more than six years of work experience. I am
passionate about Internet, new web technologies and computer science in general.

Work Experience
React.js Developer, Curelator, Remote MAY 2015 — PRESENT
I am the JavaScript Engineer and Front-End Developer of Curelator since May 2015. In Curelator I
learned and I am still learning how to start a project from scratch and how to deal with the responsibility
of taking the decisions relative to the front-end side of the project.
React, Alt (Flux implementation), D3.js, Webpack and Mocha are some of the tools we use.
Front-End Developer, Bownty, Copenhagen. Denmark FEBRUARY 2014 — APRIL 2015
I was a Front-End Developer —first as an intern and later as a full-time employee— in Bownty, where I
learned how to work in medium-sized teams and how to deal with the code of a big application. I also
acquired the responsibility of deploying code directly to production.
Grunt, Backbone, Marionette and Phonegap were some of the tools we used to develop the desktop and
mobile site as well as the mobile app.
Web Developer, Sanabre Comunica, Barcelona. Spain MARCH 2013 — FEBRUARY 2014
I worked at Sanabre Comunica creating websites using CMS like Drupal, WordPress or Magento.
Front-End Developer, OK Apartment, Barcelona. Spain OCTOBER 2010 — JULY 2012
I was the CSS and JavaScript programmer of the company's websites.

Education
Computer Science Bachelor, Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona. Spain 2009 — 2013
260 ECTS, including an Erasmus in Otto-von-Guericke Universität Magdeburg (Germany).

Volunteer Experience
Developer, Mozilla SINCE OCTOBER 2013
I have been involved with Mozilla since 2006 and in October 2013 I started contributing to the Firefox
code base as a volunteer developer, my work consisted of updating the developer tools UI and improving
the inspector highlighter. I attended to FOSDEM 2010 (Brussels) and MozCamp Europe 2008
(Barcelona) invited by Mozilla.

